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The dispersion of passivescalar by Stokes flow through a dilute suspensionof solid spheres
fixed at random points in space is a basic model of mixing and transport in an
unconsolidated porous medium. Earlier investigators have used a general theory of
macroscopic transport to calculate the Lagrangian velocity autocorrelation function and the
effective diffusivity of this system. If the tracer does not diffuse molecularly then the
autocorrelation function has a “long tail,” proportional to t- ‘. Small molecular diffusivity
provides a cutoff at long times and implies an effective diffusivity that increasesas
the logarithm of the P&let number. In the present work the same results are obtained including
the constants of proportionality, using an elementary Lagrangian argument that avoids
the formalism of the macrotransport theory.

In a recent series of papers Koch and Bradyin have
developed a formalism for calculating the macroscopic
transport properties of flow in a disorderedmedium.4They
emphasizethe utility and generality of a nonlocal theory
which relates the ffux at a point to the spatial-temporal
averageof the concentration about that point. The importance of a nonlocal description has long been recognizedin
theories of turbulent dispersion.” In this context it was
realized from general considerations that the macroscopic
formulation is nonlocal but, becauseof mathematical difficulties, approximations or phenomenologicalassumptions
are required to calculate the form of the kernel in the
transport equation.
By contrast Koch and Brady3 solve a model of dispersion in a porous medium which does not require such approximations, and for which even dimensionlessparameters in the kernel [e.g., 7?/2 in Eq. ( 1)] can be calculated
exactly. The Koch and Brady model of a porous medium is
a dilute bed of spherical solid particles fixed at random
points in space through which a very viscous fluid, transporting passivescalar, is pumped.
In this Brief Communication we present an alternative
and elementary derivation of some of the results obtained
by Koch and Brady for this archetypical model of an unconsolidated porous medium. Our derivation is based on
Lagrangian statistics and is simpler than the more general
Eulerian formulation in Ref. 3. We show that the Lagrangian velocity autocorrelation function decays like
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Here a is the radius of a sphere, U is the mean fluid velocity, Ip is the volume fraction of spheres,
Pp a U/l&l
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is the P&let number, N is the number of tracer molecules
in the ensemble and #i(t) = U + ui( t) is the velocity
component in the direction of the mean flow of the z’th
molecule at time t.
Becauseof the slow algebraic decay of the correlation
function in Eq. ( 1), Taylor’s6 expressionfor the effective
diffusivity of the ensembleabout the center of mass,
m ce(t)dt,
(3)
I0
diverges and the mean-squaredisplacement about the center of mass of the tracer increasesas t In t. A finite result is
obtained only when t - Pi’3a/U so that molecular diffusivity becomes important and results in an exponentially
decaying correlation function
RtY =

g(t) -e-pt

when t>Pl’3(a/U)

,

where
p- ‘-P;‘3(a/U)

.

(4)
Fortunately it is not necessaryto calculate p in order to
determine the leading-orderasymptotic behavior of the effective diffusivity. Rather, from Eq. (3)) the exponential
cutoff of the correlation function gives the leading-order
approximation
D eff- (n2$aU/6> In P,.

(5)
This result (which is an example of the well-known logarithmic dependenceof the effective diffusivity of a porous
medium on the P&let number’) first appearedin Ref. 1.
All of the conclusions summarized above are well
known and most of them can be deducedby a combination
of dimensional reasoningand simple statistical arguments
such as those given by Baudet et al.’ An apparent exception is the constant of proportionality, 7?/2, appearing in
the asymptotic relation Eq. ( 1). To our knowledge this
constant has beenobtainedonly as a result of the Koch and
Brady macrotransport formulation. The goal of this Brief
Communication is to present an alternative simple calculation of this constant which does not require the formalism of the macrotransport theory in Refs. l-3, Of course a
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systematic calculation of higher-order corrections certainly
requires this apparatus, but for many purposes leadingorder approximations such as Eqs. ( 1) and (5) suffice.
Supposethat at t=O the volume occupied by a single
sphere
Y=47ra3/3$
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contains N>l molecules of tracer. Consider those molecules that initially lie in a spherical shell, a < r < a + E with
c<a, which is concentric with the solid sphere. Persistent
velocity correlations are due to those molecules which are
still in the shell at t>a/U. Specifically, when t)a/U the
sum in Eq. ( 1) can be simplified becausemost of the terms
are zero, and those that remain are mostly due to particles
which have been detained at the sphere. Thus when t)a/U
the sum in ( 1) reduces to

%Ytk(;) p)(s)
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Here V(t) is volume of fluid initially in the shell that still
remains in the shell at t. The first term in the middle expression of Eq. (7) is division by the number of particles in
the ensemble.The second term is the number of particles
initially in the shell. The third term is the fraction of these
particles still in the shell at t. The product of the second
and third terms is the number of nonzero terms in the sum
Eq. ( 1). The fourth term is the value of each of these
terms, since zf‘( 0) z U; (C)z - U for particles lingering in
the shell.
To calculate V(t) we use a local expansion of the
Stokes streamfunction:

(

3

.
)
Close to the sphere convenient local coordinates are
+Ur2sin28

S=r-a,

p+;>

O<s<co,
.

ar2na2( 1 - cos 0),

O<a<47ra2,

where a is the area of a spherical cap with semiangle 8.
The approximate (s<a) equations of motion for a nondiffusing tracer particle are then

FIG. 1. (a) The shell has thickness E and at t = 0 it contains the red fluid.
This figure shows the evacuation of this shell at three successivetimes in
units of a/U. (b) This figure summarizes the geometry used to obtain
( 13). The stippled area is the red fluid which at this instant is leaving the
dotted spherical shell through the cap AB. The cap is defined by the
intersection of the stream surface $ with the spherical shell.

T$)=

,/%?ii%$.

(12)

Now we imagine that the fluid in the shell at t=O is dyed
red so that V(t) is the volume of red fluid still in the shell
at t. As t+ COthe red fluid leaves through a shrinking
spherical cap centered on the pole a = 4ra2. ThisJrocess
is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). In fact, solving t= T( +!J)gives
the stream surface whose intersection with the outer spherical shell instantaneously defines this cap through which
the red fluid is exiting [seeFig. 1(b)]. Thus at t)a/U all of
the red fluid that remains in the s&l1 is contained in the
region between the stream surface $=2r3a4/3U? and the
solid sphere r=a. The area of the cap [the curve AB in Fig.
1(b)] is 4da6/9( Uct)2. The velocity perpendicular to the
cap is approximately 3U8/2a2 so that the flux of red fluid
out of the shell is
(13)

;=-g=+)2(1+.&),

(10)

Integrating the relation above we find the amount of red
fluid that remains in the shell as t+ m is
V(t) z 2r3a4/3 Ut .

where
4(&(T) =27ncl(r,f3)=; u (a)2a(
f
1-G).

(11)

Becausethe flow is steady particles remain on streamlines
and it is easy to calculate the time taken for a particle
starting near one pole, (S,(T)s ( E,O), to enter the shell and
leave at the antipodes, (S,(T)z ( e,4ra2) :
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(14)
With Eq. ( 14) we return to Eqs. (6) and (7) and obtain
the asymptotic approximation in Eq. ( 1).
When the tracer is diffusive the expressionfor the correlation function in Eq. (7) is still valid but the calculation
of V(t) must be modified to allow for the diffusive escape
of fluid from the shell. This requires the solution of the
local approximation of the advection-diffusion equation
for flow around a sphere:
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(15)

whereS and & are given in Eq. ( 10). This equationmust be
solved with the initial condition C(a,s,O) = 1 in the shell
O<S<E,and an absorbingboundary condition C(CL,E,~)
=O.
Then the function V(t) in Eq. (7) is

V(i)
=s

CdV,

(16)

where the integral is over the volume of the shell. Our
earlier calculation of this quantity has avoided explicit solution of this partial differential equation by ignoring molecular diffusivity and evaluating the advective flux of
tracer at the boundary of the shell. And, again ignoring
molecular diffusivity, Koch and Brady3 explicitly solve
( 15) using the method of characteristics.A solution of the
diffusive case is difficult, but might be possible using the
transformationsdiscussedby Acrivos and Goddard.’Fortunately, if only the leading-order approximation in Eq.
(5) is needed, then only well-known scalings for
advection-diffusion near a solid wal13V8t9
are required.
Theseindicate that our earlier calculation, Eq. ( 14), based
on purely advective evacuation of the shell, is accurate
provided that the inequality in Eq. ( 1) is satisfied. When
t - Pik3a/U, diffusion acrossstreamlinesbecomesimportant and acceleratesthe escapeof tracer from the shell so
that V(t) decaysexponentially. To leading order, Eq. ( 5))
this is accountedfor by stopping the integration in Eq. (3)
when t - P3a/U,
As an e$lbellishment we turn to a simple model of
heterogeneityby supposingthat the solid sphereshave different sizes.Denote the number of spheresper volume with
radius in the interval (a,a + da) by N(a)da. Thus the
volume fraction of solid is
4= Jom $N(a)da.

(17)

The preceding argument is easily generalizedto include
this complication. We consider a large volume r containing
m h”(a)da

S=Y

(18)

s 0

spheresand N moleculesof tracer. If ai is the radius of the
ith sphereand this sphereis surroundedby a shell of thicknessEi, then the generalizationof Eq. (7) is
u2
V(t)
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where Vi is the volume of fluid initially in the ith shell that
remains in this shell at t. Now from Eq. ( 14) we have the
generalizationof ( 1),
cc(r)

2dv
zw

i=s 4 n-2&J S,”a4N(a)da
ai=p
2t SC a3N(a)da ’

z,

(20)

This result is analogousto one found by Koch and Brady”
using a different model of heterogeneity. They consider
D’arcy flow through a porous medium with weak spherically symmetric fluctuations in permeability. As in Eq.
(20), their final expressionfor an effective diffusivity is
proportional to a fourth moment of number density. If this
density decaysslowly
N(u)-u-~-Y

as a-w,

where O<y<l ,

(21)

then the integral in the numerator of Eq. (20) divergesand
our calculation of the correlation function must be modified to circumvent this infinity. [Note that Eq. (21) gives
only the large a behavior of A’“(a). In order to avoid a
divergent expressionfor the inverse permeability we suppose that there is a cutoff at some small a.]
We concludewith a scalingargument along the lines of
Bouchaudand Georges,l1 which shows that the expression
in Eq. (20) is convergentand in fact (e (t) - t - y. The key
observation is that in the volume occupied by the tracer
there is a largest spherewith radius amaxso that there is an
effectiveupper limit to the integral in the numerator of Eq.
(20). This gives % (t) - t - ’a,!&?‘;a,,, is increasingas the
tracer encounterseven larger spheresand samplesthe tail
of the distribution. Dimensional consistency gives
a,.,,=- Utsothat’%(t)- t-7
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